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The Liberty Standard Innerspring Mattress

range provides an enhanced sleep surface with

excellent flexibility for comfort and adjustment.

Making it ideal for any bed across the Liberty

HealthCare range.

Built on a multi turn tempered support system

with a Tri-Zoned configuration of double off set

Bonnell steel coils. The Liberty Innerspring

mattress features temperature control

technology and multi layered foam with a built-

in Bamboo quilted top for premium comfort and

support.

Australian Made

Tri-Zoned Coil Configuration

Multi-Turn Tempered Support System

Temperature Control Technology

Bamboo Quilted Top

Suitable for all Adjustable and Companion Beds

Features

Double Off Set Bonnell Steel Coil Construction

Multi Layered Luxury Sheet Foam

Luxury Peeled Foam

Fibre Quilt

Safe Working Load - 120kg (all sizes)

Specifications

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

Standard Innerspring Mattress

WARRANTY
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Elegance Mattress
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GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

The Liberty Elegance Mattress range is truly the

ultimate in luxury and design. 

Traditionally handcrafted using the finest

materials for durability and comfort. The

Elegance range is designed to ergonomically

support spinal alignment and reduce pressure

points by contouring your body.

Constructed with Visco elastic memory foam

and Gel infused natural latex and featuring a

Bamboo quilted top, this mattress is

hypoallergenic and anti-microbial which is ideal

for asthma and allergy sufferers.

Australian Made

Traditionally Hand Crafted

Temperature Control Technology

Hypoallergenic and Anti-Microbial 

Suitable for all Adjustable and Companion Beds

Features

High Density Foam Core

Visco Memory Foam

Gel Infused Natural Latex

Layered Luxury Sheet Foam

Luxury Peeled Foam

Safe Working Load - 120kg (all sizes)

Specifications

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

Elegance Mattress
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Innerspring Pillow Top
Mattress
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GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

The Liberty Innerspring Pillow Top Mattress has

all the features of our standard Innerspring

mattress but with the additional comfort of an

added gusset design with Bamboo pillow top.

This comfortable and flexible design is ideal for

use across the entire Liberty HealthCare range.

Built on a multi turn tempered support system

with a Tri-Zoned configuration of double off set

Bonnell steel coils. The Liberty Innerspring Pillow

Top mattress features temperature control

technology and premium convoluted foam for

additional comfort and support.

Australian Made

Tri-Zoned Coil Configuration

Multi Turn Tempered Support System

Temperature Control Technology

Features

Double Off Set Bonnell Steel Coil Construction

Layered Luxury Sheet Foam

Hyper Soft Peeled Foam

Premium Convoluted Sheet Foam

Safe Working Load - 120kg (all sizes)

Specifications

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

Innerspring Pillow Top Mattress

WARRANTY
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Fusion Gel
Mattress
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GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

Fusion Gel Mattress

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

The Liberty Fusion Gel Mattress possesses all

the features of the Liberty Pressure Care

Mattress yet takes into consideration the heating

variability of the Australian climate, cooling and

temperature needs for comfort and skin

integrity, and the support needs of consumers

with unproportioned body shapes (ie.,

dysmorphic).

By incorporating the advanced properties of

FusionGel in the mattress construction, this

unique combination of memory foam and gel

creates a cooler, more pleasant sleeping

environment via heat dissipation, and aids in

regulating body temperature. Active support of

the body is possible when these gel particles

come together under pressure – providing

pressure relief and stability where and when you

need it most.

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

Australian Made

Suitable for people who are at risk to medium

risk of pressure injuries

Latex free, multi-stretch, vapour-permeable top

cover with enhanced infection control features

High-quality, flame retardant, medical-grade

Visco-elastic foam construction

Dedicated, sloped foot and heel zone designed

for offloading and immersion therapies

Castellated foam top layer to aid in bed

profiling, shear reduction and ventilation

Firm safety side walls to aid in reducing falls risk

Hinged base to conform to adjustable and

profiling bed bases

Hypoallergenic, Anti-Fungal and Anti-Microbially

treated

Suitable for all Adjustable and Companion Beds

Features

Safe Working Load - 160kg (all sizes) 

Specifications

Fusion Gel Mattress
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Pressure Care

Mattress
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The Liberty Pressure Care Mattress is a static

foam, pressure redistribution surface designed

to aid in immersion therapy, while delivering

support, structure, safety and comfort to the

consumer.

Constructed with high-quality, flame-retardant,

medical-grade Visco elastic foam, this 3-layer

castellated mattress also features a dedicated,

sloped heel zone topped with memory foam.

This assists in reducing pressure under the

vulnerable heel, and in redistributing the load to

more pressure-tolerant areas of the legs and

calves.

Australian Made

Suitable for people who are at risk to medium

risk of pressure injuries

Latex free, multi-stretch, vapour-permeable top

cover with enhanced infection control features

Firm safety side walls to aid in reducing falls risk

Hinged base to conform to adjustable and

profiling bed bases

Hypoallergenic, Anti-Fungal and Anti-Microbially

treated

Suitable for all Adjustable and Companion Beds

Features

GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

Safe Working Load - 160kg (all sizes) 

Specifications
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Pressure Care Mattress



Bariatric Mattress
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GOLD COAST | BRISBANE | SUNSHINE COAST | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE | PERTH

LIBERTYHEALTHCARE.COM.AU
1300 885 853

DVA Cards Accepted

The Liberty Bariatric Mattress possesses all the

features of the Liberty Pressure Care Mattress

yet takes into consideration the support needs

of the heavier consumer in the community.

The castellated foam top layer articulates with

body movement and bed profiling for reduced

shear and improved ventilation. The top cover

fabric conforms to these castellations on the

upper foam surface when the mattress is in use.

This minimises rucking of the cover fabric on the

top surface, reducing potential for tissue

damage.

Safe Working Load - 200kg (all sizes)

Specifications

Mattress Sizes (Please Note: Single and Double beds are longer than the standard bed length)

Australian Made

Suitable for people who are at risk to medium

risk of pressure injuries

Latex free, multi-stretch, vapour-permeable top

cover with enhanced infection control features

High-quality, flame retardant, medical-grade

Visco-elastic foam construction

Dedicated, sloped foot and heel zone designed

for offloading and immersion therapies

Firm safety side walls to aid in reducing falls risk

Hinged base to conform to adjustable and

profiling bed bases

Hypoallergenic, Anti-Fungal and Anti-Microbially

treated

Suitable for all Adjustable and Companion Beds

Features

Bariatric Mattress
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